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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�I’m Cynthia Bennett and I’ll be sharing a talk with you today called Access Is…, as part of the 2021 A Future Date Conference. I’m a postdoctoral researcher at Carnegie Mellon University’s Human-Computer Interaction Institute and I study accessibility, power, disability, and technology. I am a white, blind woman with long brown hair worn down. My shirt says, “The future is accessible,” and I am sitting against a black virtual background. First, I want to acknowledge that this talk is long. Please be in this space as you need. Maybe you need to not look at the screen, or draw, or read the captions or ASL interpretation instead of listening to my voice. Maybe you need to take breaks. Accessible spaces demand that we be flexible together so I just want to be clear that that is welcome here.



Anticipated Audience?

 People with proximity to tech research, design, dev, QA, PR, and 
training programs

 Some people with disabilities, many non-disabled
 Many accessibility reps and systematically marginalized folks who do 

not have much power
 Disability and justice-oriented tech activists
 Prompt: How and when does our proximity empower us?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TranscriptSecond, since this talk will be posted publicly, I want to share my assumptions about who the primary audience is. If you are not listed here, that’s great. I’m glad you’re watching. But I will ask the audience to think about some things, so I want to be clear about where I think we’re coming from. I assume that many people who watch this talk have some proximity to technology research, design, development, QA, PR, policy, and training programs. Some of us, like me, are among a very small number of people with disabilities who work in the tech industry. Many watching do not have disabilities but are passionate about or just learning about accessibility. And on that note, many of us who represent accessibility and justice-oriented perspectives in our organizations, and those of us systematically marginalized by our disabilities, races, genders, and other things often do not have the power to affect structural change. Some of us might be disability or justice-oriented activists, trying to intervene the tech industry from the outside. While acknowledging the unpopular perspectives and precarious positions many of us hold, I want us to think about how and when our proximity to the tech industry does give us power, even if it is the power to pass talks like this around to people who might have more power. Keep this in mind as I go through this talk.



Access Is…
What does access mean 
to you?
Who and what does this 
definition include and 
not include?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Next, you’ll notice that the title of this talk, Access Is…, is rather open. This is on purpose. During this talk, think about what access means to you. Who and what does this definition include and not include?



Outline

 Background on Disability and Ableism*
 Access as Fixed and Compliant
 Access as Accountable
 Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�This talk has four parts. I’ll briefly background disability and ableism, and then I’ll spend more time talking about two ways I am thinking about access. The first concerns a predominant view, which comprises guidelines to provide functional access to individuals as stipulated by law. The second considers access as ongoing accountability. Finally, I’ll briefly conclude with a summary.



15% of 
people 

Worldwide 
have 

disabilities

 Lived experiences created 
when bodyminds interact 
with the environment in 
such a way that their full 
participation is hindered or 
not recognized

 An identity, culture and 
politics based on the lived 
experience of disability

 [Alison Kafer 2013, World 
Health Organization]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�To begin, I’ll define some key terms that I’ll use throughout this talk. I’ll use the word disability a lot. By disabilities, I am first referring to lived experiences created when aspects of someone’s bodymind interact with the environment in such a way that their full participation is hindered or not recognized. Though not everyone who has disabilities identifies, I also consider disability politically as a marker of identity and culture. And it’s estimated that 15% of people worldwide have disabilities.

https://muse.jhu.edu/book/23617
https://www.who.int/health-topics/disability#tab=tab_1


Ableism

Attorney and Organizer Talila A. Lewis defines ableism as:

 A system that places value on people’s bodies and minds based on societally 
constructed ideas of normality, intelligence, excellence, desirability and productivity

 These constructed ideas are deeply rooted in anti-Blackness, eugenics, misogyny, 
colonialism, imperialism and capitalism

 This form of system oppression leads to people and society determining who is 
valuable and worthy based on a person’s language, appearance, religion and/or their 
ability to satisfactorily [re]produce, excel and “behave.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Next, I’ll define ableism. Attorney and organizer Talila Lewis writes that, “Ableism is a system that places value on people’s bodies and minds based on societally constructed ideas of normality, intelligence, excellence, desirability, and productivity. These constructed ideas are deeply rooted in anti-Blackness, eugenics, misogyny, colonialism, imperialism, and capitalism. This form of systemic oppression leads to people and society determining who is valuable and worthy based on a person’s language, appearance, religion and/or their ability to satisfactorily [re]produce, excel and ‘behave.’" 

https://www.talilalewis.com/blog/january-2021-working-definition-of-ableism


Ableism

You do not have to be disabled to experience ableism.

[https://www.talilalewis.com/blog/january-2021-working-definition-of-ableism]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�You don’t have to be disabled to experience ableism. Today, I’ll talk about ableist systems that prevent accessibility and I’ll share some ideas for pushing back on ableism with our power as designers and technologists.



Outline

 Background on Disability and Ableism
 Access as Fixed and Compliant *
 Access as Accountable
 Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�So now, I’ll transfer to talk about the first type of access I’m delineating. 



Access Is… Compliance 
With Law

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�This is the ways accessibility is defined as a set of rules with which we must comply.



Access Is…Compliance With Law

 Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines

 Americans With Disabilities Act
 Accessible Canada Act
 UN Convention on the Rights of 

Persons With Disabilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Some examples of government-adopted guidelines and protections related to accessibility include the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines which are a helpful baseline for designing and building accessible websites, the Americans with Disabilities Act in the United States, the Accessible Canada Act, and the multinational UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. These protections are important; they offer starting points for accessibility and they may offer recourse for people with disabilities when they experience accessibility barriers.

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
https://www.ada.gov/
https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/programs/accessible-canada.html
https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html


Access Is… A Future Date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�But often, when people with disabilities advocate for better access, we are told that access is a great idea, but one that we might implement at a future date. This is an example of ableism; access is often stipulated by law and is still frequently denied to people with disabilities.



Joseph Grigely’s Inventory of Apologies

Unfortunately no captions for this program. But we hope so soon 
for a future event!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�For example, Joseph Grigely uses captions during meetings. He received many declines for his requests for captions by event organizers over the past year as he attempted to attend several virtual events during the pandemic. He published these access denials in his Inventory of Apologies to show their cumulative impact. Some responses include, “Unfortunately no captions for this program. But we hope so soon for a future event!”

https://journal.voca.network/inventory-of-apologies/


Joseph Grigely’s Inventory of Apologies

Unfortunately no captions for this program. But we hope so soon 
for a future event!

We sincerely apologize for falling short on inclusivity in our digital 
programs and we are working to correct this as soon as possible.

I heard they looked into it and confirmed it wasn’t happening. I made a suggestion that 
all videos are captioned. Hopefully we can make a change in the future. So sorry.

Joseph — we still haven’t solved it — so sorry.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�And the declines kept coming in. “We sincerely apologize for falling short on inclusivity in our digital programs and we are working to correct this as soon as possible.” “I heard they looked into it and confirmed it wasn’t happening. I suggested all videos are captioned. Hopefully, we can make a change in the future. So sorry.” “Joseph — we still haven’t solved it — so sorry.”

https://journal.voca.network/inventory-of-apologies/


Joseph Grigely’s Inventory of Apologies

I am sorry for my ableist oversight. It was/is 
fucked up and I will do better.

We are trying to find a solution to this, Joseph.

I flagged this for our ITS department… I am 
hoping the solution is up and available 

moving forward. The events on Thursday and 
Friday are also in English and our hope is to 

have this solved by then.

Unfortunately, our Zoom plan does not allow for closed 
captioning and transcriptions of webinars. I also spoke with 
Zoom, who confirmed that was not a feature our plan 
supported. I have told them that they should include 
accessibility options for every account by default, and they 
said they would pass along that feedback to their team. I 
apologize that it does not provide a solution for us currently.

In fact, we very much regret that we are currently unable to realize 
the project in another way. It is a great concern of ours to make our 

programs in both the physical and digital space gradually less 
barrier-free and more inclusive. We should have specified the 
details in our announcement and apologize for this. Cultural 

inclusion is important to us!

We’re working a little slower at the moment owing to rotating furloughs 
across all of the teams, but I have received news that there are several plans 
in place with respect to captioning and accessibility as a whole, afoot.

Unfortunately no captions for this program. But we hope so soon 
for a future event!

We sincerely apologize for falling short on inclusivity in our digital 
programs and we are working to correct this as soon as possible.

I heard they looked into it and confirmed it wasn’t happening. I made a suggestion that 
all videos are captioned. Hopefully we can make a change in the future. So sorry.

Joseph — we still haven’t solved it — so sorry.

I apologize that this happened today and I will ensure this does 
not happen again. I hope you can join us for the next talk.

Unfortunately, our digital Festival is not fully accessible. It will be broadcasted on 
youtube where you can find automated subtitles. We are aware that this is 

not sufficient in making the program fully inclusive and we will work on improving 
that aspect.We recognize that we fell well short of our goal in this instance and 

that we need to do better. ADA compliance is something we take 
seriously, and although we have yet to schedule any more online 
events, I can assure you that our next one will be compliant.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�And they continued, into dozens of responses that cannot be read when pictured on one slide.

https://journal.voca.network/inventory-of-apologies/


Limitations of Access As Compliance

 Responsibility of a small number of professionals
 Compliance timelines out of control of people requesting access
 Often remedial (requiring lawsuits or advocacy), overburdening 

disabled people
 Centers technology, neglecting ecosystems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�So if we think about access as a set of functional needs that may be outlined in policy with which we must ostensibly comply, I argue that we might be thinking about access in a limited way. For example, access might be considered the responsibility of a small number of professionals. A lot of apologies Joseph received included language that the organizer just didn’t know. Additionally, compliance without accountability means that the timeline for when access would be implemented was left up to those implementing it, not those requesting it. A common consequence to the power of timelines remaining with those with the power to implement access means that access might often be remedial, requiring lawsuits or advocacy, overburdening disabled people. Remember all of Joseph’s inquiries and the subsequent declines to comply with his access request? That was a lot of work. Many people with disabilities cannot do all of this work and we shouldn’t have to. Finally, viewing access as compliance may center technology, neglecting the ecosystems in which it embeds. But we know, from reading those apologies, that technology is not the only factor at play in assessing the impact of inaccessibility and accessibility. All of those apologies has a cumulative negative impact on people with disabilities.



Outline

 Background on Disability and Ableism
 Access as Fixed and Compliant
 Access as Accountable*
 Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�So now to transition,



Access Is… Accountable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TranscriptI’ll provide some examples of what we might uncover when we think about access as accountable.



Access Is…Accountable

Images (clockwise from top right): Access Centered
Movement co-founders Jess Dene Schlesinger and 
India Harville, Mia Mingus, Sins Invalid’s disability 

justice primer, and Care Work by Leah Lakshmi 
Piepzna-Samarasinha

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Thinking about access is itself an ongoing exercise for me. Right now, I’m using the word accountable to differentiate access from functional and compliant, but these aren’t the only ways to think about access, and my ways of thinking will surely stretch and grow. In this talk, I’ll share my understanding of access as accountable based on what I continue to learn from disability justice activists including Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha through writing like that in their Care Work book, The Sins Invalid Disability Justice Primer, Mia Mingus’s blog, Leaving Evidence, and Jess Dene Schlesinger and India Harville’s Access Centered Movement coaching. Accountable access does not wait for advocacy but anticipates disabled people and expects us to be the teachers of what an accessible world might comprise. Accountable access expects feedback from disabled people as an ongoing process.

https://accesscenteredmovement.wordpress.com/


If we think of 
access as 
accountable, 
we may 
notice:

 Access can be exploitative
 Recognize disabled creativity
 Redress access structurally
 Keep maintenance in mind
 Work through conflicting needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TranscriptFrom this learning, I argue that if we live out our access as accountable to people with disabilities, and everyone really, we may notice how well-intended access can sometimes be exploitative, we may recognize disabled creativity, redress access structurally, keep maintenance in mind, and work through conflicting needs.



Access Can Be… Exploitative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�So now I’ll talk about some ways that access can be exploitative.



Timeline of Nike’s Go FlyEase

1. Disability as inspiration [Bennett and Rosner 2019]

2. Appeal to mainstream audiences, minimize disability

3. Disappear disability in promotions

4. Sell back disabled creativity as luxury and convenience.

Jaipreet Virdi, Disability Historian and Author, and 
Liz Jackson, Founder of Critical Axis and The Disabled List

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�I’ve written about how disability can often serve as product inspiration but the example I’ll give today comes from #CriticalAxis, a group of disabled design activists who write about the impact of product marketing on disability representation. Specifically, this example comes to us from Jaipreet Virdi and Liz Jackson. It concerns the company Nike and their new product, Go FlyEase shoes, which require no laces to secure. I’ve organized this example according to #CriticalAxis’s defined design process which they argue, a lot of these accessible products go through. The phases include disability as inspiration, appealing to mainstream audiences with situational impairments, disappear disability in promotions, and sell back disabled creativity as luxury and convenience.

https://slate.com/technology/2021/02/nike-go-flyease-shoe-disabled-design.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dG_919Nyeo
https://jaivirdi.com/
http://www.criticalaxis.org/
https://www.disabledlist.org/


1. Disability as inspiration*

2. Appeal to mainstream 
audiences (situational 
impairment)

3. Disappear disability in 
promotions

4. Sell back disabled 
creativity as luxury and 
convenience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�In 2012, Matthew Walzer, a teen with cerebral palsy sent Nike a letter with a request for a laceless shoe that provides good support and which he could slip on. This letter was marketed to have culminated in the Go FlyEase shoes’ predecessor, the FlyEase, which secure with a zipper instead of laces. The story was pitched as a codesign between an inventor and a user. Disability was the inspiration for a new, innovative product and positive brand imaging.



1. Disability as inspiration

2. Appeal to mainstream 
audiences (situational 
impairment)*

3. Disappear disability in 
promotions

4. Sell back disabled 
creativity as luxury and 
convenience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Next, as marketing grew for the recently-announced Go FlyEase shoes, disability was minimized. In this photo, a person is carrying a large plant. If someone wanted to put on shoes while holding such a plant, shoelaces would be disabling. Thus, a shoe like Go FlyEase could be marketed as a solution that everyone might possibly need at some point when situations make them unable to do certain things, like tie shoes. I’m not arguing that situational disabilities don’t matter. I’m arguing that they are not a palatable replacement for featuring the needs of and contributions by systematically marginalized, not sometimes marginalized disabled people, like Matthew Walzer. They quickly became lost in the marketing to appeal to a larger audience.



1. Disability as inspiration

2. Appeal to mainstream 
audiences (situational 
impairment)

3. Disappear disability in 
promotions*

4. Sell back disabled 
creativity as luxury and 
convenience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Next, disability disappeared altogether. This marketing gif of an ambulatory person nimbly walking into their Go FlyEase shoes is an ability performance, one that blatantly contradicts the ranges of motion available to consumers like Matthew who argued the shoes’ initial import. 



1. Disability as inspiration

2. Appeal to mainstream 
audiences (situational 
impairment)

3. Disappear disability in 
promotions

4. Sell back disabled 
creativity as luxury and 
convenience* It is currently unclear what the exact price of the Go FlyEase shoe 

will be; NPR quotes it as $120. Regardless, the issue of monetary 
accessibility remains relevant at that price point. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TranscriptFinally, Go FlyEase are sold back to consumers like Matthew who scaffolded their inception. This Twitter user wrote, “Unfortunately, since disability and poverty are still highly correlated, this accessible solution may be out of reach for many at its price point,” which we think might be $120. By understanding access as compliant, this story reads as amazing. Laws have not yet been widely levied to demand accessible clothing options, so this case reads as a beyond-compliance inclusive design process. By understanding access as accountable, we can recognize the ableism disguised as good intentions. Nike took advantage of disabled people like Matthew Walzer to tell a nice story and innovate profitable shoes. But Nike does not seem to be accountable to its disabled collaborators who played a role in their invention. Disabled people were eliminated from marketing and further, the upcoming limited release and expensive price point means that the people who need them most might not have access.

https://www.npr.org/2021/03/28/981197687/nike-accused-of-using-disability-to-hype-new-hands-free-sneaker


Accountable 
Access…

Recognizes 
Disabled 
Creativity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�But thinking about access as accountable also invites us to recognize disabled creativity. 



Disabled People Regularly Adapt Their Worlds

 Crip Technoscience: knowing-making from disability-informed 
alteration (activities of experimenting, modifying, inventing, and 
dismantling inaccessible infrastructures [Hamraie and Fritsch 2019]

 Recognizing crip technoscience may be a start toward inserting 
accountability into inclusive design [Rosner et al. 2018]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TranscriptDisabled people regularly adapt our worlds. And disability studies scholars Aimi Hamraie and Kelly Fritsch have named crip technoscience the disability-informed alteration comprising of activities like experimenting, modifying, inventing, and dismantling inaccessible infrastructures. As I will argue in the next example, recognizing crip technoscience may be a starting point toward inserting accountability into inclusive design.

https://catalystjournal.org/index.php/catalyst/article/view/29607
http://faculty.washington.edu/dkrosner/corememory/index.html


Crip Couture
Artist: Sandie Yi

Model: Sunaura Taylor
Images: Word Gathering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�An example of crip technoscience comes from Sandie Yi, purveyor of Crip Couture. Here Sunaura Taylor models some of Yi’s prosthetics. They meet a functional access need, but they are also lined with soft, embroidered material. This fabric makes the connection between body and prosthetic pleasurable and personal; the location of the embroidered bumps and textures were chosen to fit the curves and folds of Taylor’s body specifically.

https://www.cripcouture.org/
https://wordgathering.com/vol14/issue4/disability-futures/yi/


Biographical Prototypes: Reimagining 
Recognition and Disability in Design

 Based on Bennett, Peil and Rosner (2019)
 [Disability Visibility Project]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�To connect crip technoscience to design, I’ll overview a project I did called “Biographical Prototypes, Reimagining Recognition and Disability in Design.”

https://www.bennettc.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Bennett_biographical-prototypes-reimagining-recognition-and-disability-in-design.pdf
https://disabilityvisibilityproject.com/


What Are Biographical Prototypes?

Material manifestations of stories of 
‘making something work’ which 
foreground people with disabilities as 
the fashioners of their own stories in 
design contexts.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Biographical prototypes are material manifestations of stories of ‘making something work,’ which foreground people with disabilities as the fashioners of their own stories in design contexts.



Development of Biographical Prototypes

 People with different disabilities 
engaged with biographical 
prototype examples

 Partners told stories and chose 
one each to prototype

 Partners helped each other make 
their biographical prototypes

 Participants shared prototypes
and discussed design, disability, 
and storytelling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�To explore what biographical prototypes might look like, I conducted interviews with disabled people about the ways they adapt their worlds and I made examples. These examples comprised of a key object and a story card. I then shared these examples at workshops with disabled people where they then constructed and shared out their own biographical prototypes. In so doing, we sparked conversations about disability and design more widely.



Participants Celebrated Each Other’s 
Creative Alterations

Denise uses custom grips to keep her hands 
steady while she paints.

Shay has difficulty sleeping, and has created a 
personal regimen to help them sleep. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�At these workshops we celebrated each other’s biographical prototypes. Here are examples of 2. Denise uses custom grips to keep her hands steady while she paints in case she tremors. She makes these grips from a variety of materials including flexible foam and more durable clay. And Shay has difficulty sleeping. They developed a personal regimen to help them wind down each night. Biographical prototypes told of many adaptations. Some, like Denise’s were quite physical and served a specific purpose. Others, like Shay’s, represented emotional labor and were acts toward self-care.



Societal Perceptions: 
Participants Don’t Have Stories

“Who is credited with design depends on who is given the most agency. 
When people see you’re disabled, they won’t think of that person as possibly 
coming up with that design for themselves.” 
—Tali

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�In conversations, we learned a few lessons. Participants spoke of a societal perception that they simply don’t have such stories. Tali summarized, “Who is credited with design depends on who is given the most agency. When people see you’re disabled, they won’t think of that person as possibly coming up with that design for themselves.” Participants were very aware of ableism that meant people presumed that they were acted upon in design contexts and not possibly already designers in their own lives.



Participants Want Accessible Design and 
Structural Ableism Recognized

“I don’t really want to be the designer, I want someone else to do the 
designing and I want to benefit from it. I think the Pollyanna part of it is, 
‘well we’re all designers!’ But is that the optimum condition for people with 
disabilities? That feels like a job title I don’t want… 

I want to make a distinction between the power that comes from sharing
the things we have to do versus the fact that we have to do them. [These 
things we have to do] shouldn’t have to happen.” 
—Carrie

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Additionally, we learned about a tension. With the celebration of stories came frustration. Participants also wanted structural ableism recognized. Carrie shared, “I don’t really want to be the designer, I want someone else to do the designing and I want to benefit from it. I think the Polyanna part of it is, ‘well we’re all designers!’ But is that the optimum condition for people with disabilities? That feels like a job title I don’t want. … I want to make a distinction between the power that comes from sharing the things we have to do versus the fact that we have to do them. [These things we have to do] shouldn’t have to happen.” Sometimes, when we talk about inclusive design, we believe that all disabled people are interested. But not everyone is. Many disabled people would like to go about their everyday life and not redesign so many things. And for this to be possible, design and technology fields need to take seriously recognizing and reforming structural ableism as a collective responsibility.



Biographical Prototypes

 Can foster recognition of 
contributions to design by 
disabled people

 May enforce design language 
and obscure other types of 
work and structural ableism 
underpinning creativity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Through this project, I learned that biographical prototypes could foster recognition of contributions to design by disabled people. But unless they acknowledge and act upon structural ableism, the celebrations may obscure that reality and the taxing aspects of this labor. 



Accountable 
Access Is… Structural

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�So on that note, to recognize stories of crip technoscience in a meaningful way, we should take up access as a structural commitment, one that has long-ranging material benefits to those most impacted.



Mapping Access From the Critical Design Lab
Aimi Hamraie, Director of Critical Design Lab, and 
Leah Samples, founder of Mapping Access project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�I’ll share 2 examples of projects that to me, have components that may address access structurally. The first is called Mapping Access, and it comes to us by Aimi Hamraie, Leah Samples, and their colleagues in Vanderbilt University’s Critical Design Lab. A few years ago, project organizers invited people on campus to mark up maps with accessibility features and where they felt safe and unsafe. These maps generated a record of campus access from multiple points of view, people who had needs related to their disabilities, genders, and other factors. These maps circulated as awareness not only to campus occupants but ultimately to administration. Their advocacy helped to justify a formal accessibility audit and for the results to impact Vanderbilt’s long-term plan of campus improvements which will be overseen by an accessibility advisory council.

https://www.mapping-access.com/lab
https://www.mapping-access.com/mapping-access-methodology


Project Sidewalk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Another design effort is called Project Sidewalk. It comes to us from the University of Washington’s Makeability Lab. Everyone can contribute to this project by marking accessibility features and access barriers on maps. These maps have been used to justify sidewalk improvements to municipal governments. These projects recognize that access is accountable. Maps materialize who can go where, raising awareness of accessible spaces for people who need them and areas of improvement. These projects take up the tools of design and development but they have outward and long-ranging impacts by justifying budgets and policy. 

https://sidewalk-sea.cs.washington.edu/


Accountable 
Access Is… Maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�But structural access requires maintenance.



Data Maintenance of Project Sidewalk

An ‘expired’ data point What should be there

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Project Sidewalk leaders shared these screenshots with me. When maps are updated, the annotated data may not transfer or may no longer be accurate. As terrain and technology change, the access will have to be maintained. Access is not a one-time thing; it evolves just as we do.



How do we 
maintain 
access?

 Updates must be checked to 
verify they won’t regress access

 Calibrate what you promise 
users: consider how pilots and 
prototypes may provide access 
that may be regressed and 
potential impacts

 Pitch ideas that solve urgent 
needs with maintenance plans

 Nuance maintenance: what do 
people, technical systems and 
data need to be maintained?

 Community partners may act on 
maintenance concerns sooner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�So, how do we maintain access? Here are some ideas. Updates must be checked to verify they won’t at the least, regress access. Calibrate what you promise users. Consider how pilots and prototypes may provide access that may be then taken away, and consider the potential impacts. Modulate what you release accordingly. Pitch projects that solve urgent problems and with maintenance plans. Where I think this is particularly relevant is when we attend accelerated development events, like hackathons. Often fanfare and prizes encourage us to think outside the box, but deference to what disabled people need asks us to spend that time and resources on urgent needs. Maybe your company’s existing projects could use some love and care to become accessible. That would be a very meaningful use of time and resources over inventing a new object that realistically won’t be maintained or reach everyone. Next, nuance maintenance as it itself is multifaceted. For example, what do people, technical systems, and data all need to be maintained? This may involve different activities. Finally, recognize areas where your organization may be suited to support community partners who may be well positioned to help. Activists and organizers may better envision what maintenance is necessary and may be closer to situations such that they may learn about necessary maintenance issues sooner.



Structural Access Impacts

Participatory mapping of the built environment:
 Immediately provided accessible routes for disabled people

 Situated access as a collective responsibility with many contributors

 Justified long-term access improvements (Vanderbilt University, Newberg, OR)

 Cross-solidarity justice (examined disability and gender access, and reflections on 
documenting access on colonized land) [Mapping Access]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Structural change in part means taking up accessibility as a project of recognizing history and fostering long-term, maintained impacts. Using the example of participatory mapping that I just went over, in the immediate term, the maps provided accessible routes for disabled people. In the short and long term, the maps situated access as a collective responsibility with many contributors. In the long term, these maps are being used to justified access improvements. Additionally, these projects fostered cross-solidarity justice by examining disability and gender access, and reflecting on documenting access on colonized land.

https://www.vanderbilt.edu/futurevu/accessibility/
https://www.newbergoregon.gov/publicworks/page/project-sidewalk
https://www.mapping-access.com/mapping-access-methodology


Accountable 
Access Is…

Working 
through 
Conflict

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�If we recognize disabled creativity and think of access as a structural commitment, we’re bound to encounter some conflicts. Understanding access as accountable invites us to anticipate and work through conflicts as accountability calls for us to take responsibility. I’ll give two examples of how I have thought about access as conflict in my own work.



Accountable Access Is…
Working Through Conflict

Examples:
 Image Descriptions of Appearance
 Conflicting Access Needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�The first concerns image descriptions of appearance and the second concerns an access conflict I had with a colleague.



Example 1: Image Descriptions of Appearance

Image descriptions or alt-text provide 
access to photos for blind people who 
cannot see them.

But most images don’t have them; in 
2019, less than 1% of Twitter images 
were described.  [Gleason et al. 2019]

AI may scale the production of image 
descriptions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�The first project concerns image descriptions of appearance. Image descriptions or alt text provide access to photos for blind people who cannot see them. But most images don’t have them; less than 1% of tweeted images were described in 2019. As such, researchers and companies are exploring leveraging AI to automatically generate image descriptions to scale photo accessibility.

https://www.colegleason.com/static/papers/TwitterImageDescriptions_WebConf2019.pdf


AI Has Known Biases

 Race and gender are classified narrowly (e.g., leaving out non-binary 
people) [Keyes 2019, Scheuerman 2020]

 Disability is often not classified but is biased when it is [Morris 2020, 
Trewin 2019, Whittaker et al. 2019]

 People already disadvantaged tend to be misclassified or harmed by AI 
surveillance [Bennett and Keyes 2019, Buolamwini and Gebru 2018, 
Coded Bias 2020, Noble 2018, Benjamin 2019]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�But AI is known to be biased. Race and gender are classified narrowly leaving out non-binary people, for example. Disability is often not classified but fosters biased when it is. For example, hiring tools and test proctoring software use facial recognition to judge whether someone is exhibiting proper behaviors, behaviors based on ableist assumptions about what it means to be human, privileging non-disabled ways of interacting. These concerns demonstrate that when AI goes wrong, it is people already structurally disadvantaged by systems like racism, transphobia, and ableism that tend to be misclassified or unjustly surveiled and harmed. So we have a conflict. AI could rapidly make images more accessible to blind users, but image descriptions may be biased and harm multiply minoritized blind people in particular.

https://ironholds.org/resources/papers/agr_paper.pdf
https://medium.com/cuinfoscience/how-weve-taught-algorithms-to-see-identity-a34e2b731dcc
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2020/6/245157-ai-and-accessibility/fulltext
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1811/1811.10670.pdf
https://ainowinstitute.org/disabilitybiasai-2019.pdf
http://www.sigaccess.org/newsletter/2019-10/bennet.html
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/buolamwini18a/buolamwini18a.pdf
https://www.pbs.org/independentlens/films/coded-bias/
https://nyupress.org/9781479837243/algorithms-of-oppression/
https://www.ruhabenjamin.com/race-after-technology


Some AI Image Descriptions 
Include Appearance Information

Microsoft Seeing AI Person Description: 
“23 year-old woman with brown hair looking happy”

Age: Wrong
Gender: Right

Image Descriptions? Helpful

Subjective judgments without possibility of 
confirmation? Questionable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript:�And this is an urgent concern. Some AI-generated image descriptions already contain appearance information. Here is a photo of me posing by an apple orchard’s welcome sign. Microsoft’s Seeing AI app offers image descriptions and for this photo, the caption reads, “23-year-old woman with brown hair looking happy.” My age was judged as wrong and my gender as correct. I want to be clear that tools like Seeing AI have utility. As a blind person myself, I use Seeing AI to do things like read mail and recognize currency. What I’m pointing out with this example is that accessibility is not neutral. Accessibility solutions may conflict with concerns to minimize the spread of biased and incorrect information and to minimize the harm that technology may do, particularly when those at most risk of harm are already minoritized.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/seeing-ai


Different Perspectives of 
AI-Generated Image Descriptions

Interviews with blind people who were also BIPOC, nonbinary and transgender on 
thoughts of AI and image descriptions of race, gender and disability [Bennett et al. 2021]:

“I favor something rather than nothing, even if some of the descriptions are wrong”
—Parker, white trans man

“It’s just one more microaggression that I have to put up with from technology that’s supposed to help. I 
would hate if every time I upload a photo I have to change it or do something so that it doesn’t say [age, 
misgender]” 
—Tracey, white transfeminine person

“The people that are impacted are people that are often already bearing the brunt of so much other stuff 
(anti-Black messaging on social media) would just be compounded if AI is giving me biased information”
—Yvonne, Black cis woman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�So some colleagues and I interviewed blind people who were also Black, Indigenous, and People of Color, non-binary, and transgender on their experiences being misrepresented and their perspectives on AI and image descriptions of race, gender, and disability. We recruited people at the nexus of those who may benefit from scaled image descriptions generated by AI and who are among those most misclassified and harmed. I’ll overview just a few things that we learned. Participants had a variety of perspectives. Image descriptions are so scant that some, like Parker, a white trans man said regarding AI-generated captions, “I favor something rather than nothing, even if some of the descriptions are wrong.” Others had concerns about how misrepresentation could impact people like them. Tracey, a white transfeminine person speculated, “It’s just one more microaggression that I have to put up with from technology that’s supposed to help. I would hate if every time I upload a photo I have to change it so that it doesn’t say [age, misgender].” And Yvonne, a Black cis woman had concerns not about the technology in a vacuum per say but the society in which it was situated. She said, “The people that are impacted are people that are often already bearing the brunt of so much other stuff. (Anti-Black messaging on social media) would just be compounded if AI is giving me biased information.” How do we make sense of these conflicting perspectives? When we think of access as accountable to disabled people, we can first reflect on questions like, accountable to whom, just some disabled people? Or all disabled people? Several participants had significant concerns that if AI could provide access through more image descriptions, the potential for harm meant such technology should not be deployed in the ways it currently is. Compliant access may teach us to achieve benchmarks by measuring for example, how accurate an AI-generated image description is. But accountable access may help us develop trajectories for technical innovation that also consider the impact and ethics of achieving such benchmarks and to instead come up with other methods for proliferating image descriptions.

https://guoanhong.com/papers/CHI21-ImageDescriptions.pdf


Different Perspectives of 
AI-Generated Image Descriptions

 AI shouldn’t describe identity
 Should be opt-in

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�When embarking on this project, I was aware that sometimes image and audio describers developing visual descriptions of people have been discouraged and sometimes not allowed to describe characteristics like race. Though participants did not want to read appearance information in 100% of image descriptions, they did want to read this information more often than they do right now; they disagreed that descriptions should by default avoid describing politicized aspects of appearance and identity like race, gender, and disabilities. The key was to do it respectfully.  For example, participants agreed that AI shouldn’t describe identity as it cannot automatically know this, and they advocated that AI descriptions allow people uploading photos to be opt-in so they are not unknowingly subjected to the analysis. Finally, they expressed that human describers should ask photographed people for their preferred description when possible and describe appearance when they don’t know.



Human Describers Should Use 
Photographee’s Preferred Language

A potential description for this 
image may be: 
“[A Black, disabled, nonbinary 
person] with a filtering face mask 
walks down a neighborhood street 
with one hand in their pocket and 
the other hand on their cane. They 
have a short mohawk and are 
wearing a jacket, shorts, tennis 
shoes and glasses.” 
[Image: Disabled and Here (CC-BY)]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�I will refer to this example image of Leila to differentiate between potential descriptions based on context. When we can confirm a photographed person’s identity, a potential description for this image may be: “A Black, disabled, non-binary person with a filtering face mask walks down a neighborhood street with one hand in their pocket and the other hand on their cane. They have a short mohawk and are wearing a jacket, shorts, tennis shoes, and glasses.” The identity phrase includes both the photographee’s preferred identity description and word ordering (identity first disability language, rather than person first disability language). We could confirm this by reading Leila’s interview on the Disabled and Here stock image collection where we got the photo.

https://affecttheverb.com/collection/


Describe Appearance 
When Identity Is Unknown

“[A person with darker skin]
with a filtering face mask walks down 
a neighborhood street with one hand 
in their pocket and the other hand on 
their cane. They have a short mohawk 
and are wearing a jacket, shorts, 
tennis shoes and glasses.” 
[Image: Disabled and Here (CC-BY)]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�When identity preferences of the photographee are not known, the identity phrase might be replaced with an appearance phrase such as “A person with dark skin.” This does not assume race, gender, or disability. 

https://affecttheverb.com/collection/


Other Contextual Factors

When the audience knows 
photographee well, description 
could contain just their name: 
“Leila.” 
If image promotes popular 
media, include both name and 
identity/appearance description 
to raise awareness of 
representation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�When the audience knows the person in the image well, the description could contain just their name: “Leila.” If the image is used to promote popular media such as music and film, participants expressed that both the name and identity or appearance description may be included so they could better understand representation in the media. Here, I have described a conflict between respectful representation and detailed image descriptions. By examining this conflict, we could better understand how participants differentiated appearance and identity and learn a few situations in which each was appropriate.



Open Questions Remain

 How might race be described with respectful language? Spectrum 
skin tone language (lighter, darker) reenforces colorism.

 How might design support appropriate sharing? Reading 
appearance in 100% of photos was not preferred though 
appearance descriptions were desired more than they are currently.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�A lot of open questions remain. For example, using ‘light’ and ‘dark’ to describe skin tone feeds into colorism. So we need to work on language there. Additionally, how might we design systems to share this information as appropriate? Reading appearance in 100% of photos was not preferred though appearance descriptions were desired more than they are currently offered. The open questions do not negate from the nuance we learned when we explored a conflict by interviewing blind people who are also Black, Indigenous, People Color, non-binary, and transgender, who may both benefit from and be harmed by image descriptions. Along with the disability justice teachers I featured earlier in this presentation, I argue that this practice is not just interesting, to learn conflicts, but essential if we want to design technology that actually benefits everyone. Right now, AI-solutions for accessibility are poised to benefit white and cisgender disabled people who structurally have the most access already.



Example 2: Conflicting Access Needs

Cynthia and Megan are disabled 
colleagues.
Cynthia: blind, uses cane for 
navigation and identification
Megan: syncope disorder 
triggered by high-pitched sounds, 
uses cane for stability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�The second example of access as conflict is a story from my colleague Megan I. I am blind and I use a cane to walk safely. With it, I find and avoid barriers, go up and down stairs, and identify myself as a blind person to passersby. Megan has a syncope disorder triggered by high-pitched sounds. She uses a cane for stability and to reduce fatigue. 



Example 2: Conflicting Access Needs

When bus drivers see their canes they 
lower the bus to make boarding easier.
The ramp emits a high-pitched, faint-
triggering sound while lowering.
Megan can hide her cane as she doesn’t 
always need it.
Cynthia needs her cane to be safe.

What do they do when they board a 
bus together?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�When approaching buses together, drivers often lower the bus for us; they believe the lowered bus will make it easier for us to board. However, in our experience, when buses lower, the bus emits a high-pitched sound that makes Megan faint. To avoid drivers lowering the bus, Megan hides her cane. This is easy for her to do since she doesn’t rely on her cane all the time. But I do. I can’t navigate unfamiliar spaces without my cane. So, what do we do when we board buses together? 



Example 2: Conflicting Access Needs

What do they do when they board a bus 
together?

Megan will faint if she hears the sound.

Cynthia won’t.

Megan can guide Cynthia to navigate 
safely.

Cynthia gives up autonomy so Megan 
stays safe.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�In this situation, Megan’s safety is more important than my autonomy. I stand behind Megan and I too hide my cane. She guides me onto the bus. Through this conflict, I learned that there are situations when it might not be appropriate for my access needs to be prioritized over someone else’s. This story is not an excuse to neglect access. It is a call to recognize conflict as part of negotiating access. These situations should be traversed with care. It is not appropriate to question someone’s access needs. It is appropriate to share needs that have been expressed, resources that are available and keep disabled people in the lead as everyone negotiates how to coexist. As I recognized I had more power with Megan since I would not faint, equity will help you negotiate access conflicts in ways that do not excuse people with more power from naming conflicts when we really should be making more access provisions.



Working Through Conflict

 Acknowledges access may help while harming, facilitates discovery 
of conflict

 Considers how access may work for everyone, not most privileged 
people, prioritizing solutions that benefit the most impacted

 Situates access with other types of justice (e.g., racial, gender)
 Recognizes ethical review as part of technology development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Recognizing conflict as part of access may help us to acknowledge that access may help while harming, and to discover what these conflicts and harms might be related to a particular design project. Working through conflicts considers how access may work for everyone, not just the most privileged disabled people. Recognizing conflict may help us to situate access with other types of justice and think about people who have different disabilities and access needs at the same time. And understanding conflicts may help us to recognize the necessity for ethical review as part of accessible technology development, which in my 9 years working in accessibility, almost never happens from intersectional perspectives.



How can we 
facilitate 

access while 
mitigating 

harm?

 Recruit people with conflicting 
needs and preferences to work 
together

 Ensure disabled people on 
teams and community 
partners actually represent a 
diversity, prioritizing those 
most harmed, such as people 
negatively racialized and 
gendered in the case of AI for 
accessibility: take time and 
build rapport

 Discuss not only benefits, but 
potential harms with diverse 
stakeholders

 Be willing to withhold 
solutions when they may harm 
some people, even when they 
can benefit others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�How can we facilitate access while mitigating harm? Recruit people with conflicting needs and preferences to work together. Insure disabled people on teams and community partners actually represent a diversity, prioritizing those most harmed, such as people negatively racialized and gendered in the case of AI for accessibility. Asking communities to share conflicting preferences, particularly when they come up against powerful viewpoints like those widely held by tech companies, it is extremely important to build in the time, compensation, and community rapport in planning. Discuss not only benefits, but potential harms with diverse stakeholders. Be prepared to withhold solutions when they may harm some people, even when they can benefit others. These explorations of conflicts are not meaningful unless results may be changed.



Outline

 Background on Disability and Ableism
 Access as Fixed and Compliant
 Access as Accountable
 Conclusion*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Now I’ll summarize what I have gone over in conclusion.



Limitations of Access As Compliance

 Responsibility of a small number of professionals
 Compliance timelines out of control of people requesting access
 Often remedial (requiring lawsuits or advocacy), overburdening 

disabled people
 Centers technology, neglecting ecosystems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 60�I argued that thinking about access as compliance has some limitations. For example, it couches access as the responsibility of a small number of professionals. Compliance timelines are often controlled by those enacting access rather than those in need requesting it. As consequence, access is Often remedial requiring lawsuits or advocacy, overburdening disabled people. And it centers technology, neglecting ecosystems.



If we think of 
access as 
accountable, 
we may 
notice:

 Access can be exploitative
 Recognize disabled creativity
 Redress access structurally
 Keep maintenance in mind
 Work through conflicting needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�If we instead think about access as accountable, among other things, I argued that we may better understand how access can be exploitative, recognize disabled creativity, redress access structurally, keep maintenance in mind, and work through conflicting needs.



Access Is…

What does access mean 
to you?
Who and what does this 
definition include and 
not include?
How might your access 
work become more 
accountable?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�So, to remind you of the questions I posed, what does access mean to you? Who and what does this definition include and not include? Now, how might your access work become more accountable?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�I have received funding from a myriad of sources to do this work including the National Science Foundation, Microsoft Research, University of Washington divisions including Human Centered Design and Engineering, the Allen School of Computer Science and Engineering, the Disability Studies Program, and the DO-IT AccessComputing grant.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Thank You!

Cynthia L. Bennett
Twitter: @clb5590

Web: www.bennettc.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript�Thank you for listening. I look forward to your questions. You can find me on Twitter @clb5590.

https://twitter.com/clb5590
https://www.bennettc.com/
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